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Existence of Nontrivial Equilibria in an Intermediation Model with Search Costs Duke Whang



Corbett and Karmarkar (2002, [1]) formulate a model of intermediation between consumers and suppliers. There are search costs for consumers and an intermediary (a listing service for both consumers and suppliers). This model has the following general features: 1. The use of the intermediary offers consumers decreased search costs and benefits which are proportional to a power of the fraction of relevant suppliers who list. 2. The use of the intermediary offers suppliers access to those consumers who choose to subscribe. 3. For simplicity, we assume that the intermediary is monopolist; there is no competition to provide the intermediary service. The sole benefit provided by the intermediary is a listing service. This listing service reduces search costs for those consumers who choose to subscribe, and this listing service provides access to subscribers for those suppliers who choose to list. The consumers’ subscription decision depends on the level of firm participation (the fraction of firms that list), and the firms’ listing decision depends on the level of consumer participation (the fraction of consumers who subscribe). The main statement conjectured (but not proven) in ([1]) is the existence of nontrivial equilibria in which a positive fraction of consumers subscribe, a positive fraction of suppliers list, and the intermediary charges positive consumer subscription and supplier listing fees. In section 1, we provide details of the model. In section 2, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a strictly positive equilibrium. In section 3, we show that for these strictly positive equilibria, the level of participation increase as the benefits increase. Section 4 concludes and provides questions for further research.
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Details of the Corbett-Karmarkar Model



Consider a market with K categories of goods, indexed by 1 ≤ k ≤ K. Consumers and suppliers belong to a specific category, and a category k consumer desires items produced by a category 1



k supplier. (A category k supplier can not sell goods of a different category, and a category k consumer derives no benefit from non-category k goods). Throughout this paper, we focus on a particular category 1 ≤ k ≤ K. There are Sk suppliers of category k and Ck consumers of category Pi=K k. There are S , i=1 Si total suppliers. We assume that Sk ≥ 1 and Ck ≥ 1; namely, there is at least one supplier and at least one consumer of category k. Later, we will assume that S > Sk , namely that there is a non-category k supplier (Si ≥ 1 for some i 6= k). 1. Each category k consumer desires a unit amount. There are many consumers, and they differ in their search costs; each search attempt costs zk . zk has a distribution Gk (zk ) on [z k , z k ]. (Any particular consumer has fixed search costs which remain constant from draw to draw, but consumers as an aggregate have the Gk distribution for their search costs). All category k consumers derive utility Wk from consumption of category k good. 2. Every category k supplier charges pk , but their unit costs mk are heterogeneous with a distribution Hk (mk ) on [mk , mk ]. (Any particular supplier has fixed production costs which remain constant, but suppliers as an aggregate have the Hk distribution for their production costs). 3. The intermediary charges a fixed subscription fee Fk to the consumers and a fixed listing fee Lk to the suppliers. 4. When a category k consumer conducts a random non-intermediated search (denoted by N I), she draws a supplier from the general pool at random. If the supplier is not a category k supplier, the consumer makes another search (with replacement of the rejected supplier). If the consumer pays the subscription fee and subscribes (denoted by I), she will immediately be matched with a category k supplier chosen uniformly randomly among those category k suppliers who paid the listing fee Lk (if there is at least one). (If there are no such category k suppliers listed in the catalog of the intermediary, she will draw at random from all S suppliers, just as in the N I case). Hence if at least one category k supplier lists, a I consumer will incur exactly zk as the search cost, whereas a N I consumer will incur zk (S/Sk ) as the search cost (on average). 5. Let 0 ≤ xsk ≤ 1 denote the fraction of category k suppliers who list, and let 0 ≤ xck ≤ 1 denote the fraction of category k customers who subscribe. Since Ck and Sk are the numbers of category k consumers and suppliers respectively, the number of consumers who subscribe is xck Ck and the number of suppliers who list is xsk Sk . (We will assume that Sk and Ck are large enough that we may ignore integrality problems with the numbers of consumers or suppliers. Alternatively, we may interpret xsk , xck , Sk and Ck as probability masses). 6. We will further assume that there are intangible benefits to the consumer which are increasing in the fraction of the suppliers who list. These intangible benefits (possibly better location 2



k or better service) is modeled by the term Vk xα sk , where Vk is the maximum value added, αk



is a constant, and αk is the elasticity of this added value with respect to the proportion of suppliers listed. (αk = 0 models constant Vk benefits whereas αk ↑ ∞ models benefits which approach 0 unless all suppliers list (xsk = 1)). 7. We assume that the utility obtained from the good is Wk , and therefore the (expected) net utility function as a function of the search cost zk is: Uk,N I (zk ) Uk,I (zk )



= Wk − pk − zk (S/Sk ) ( k Wk + Vk xα sk − pk − Fk − zk , if xsk > 0 = Wk − pk − Fk − zk (S/Sk ), if xsk = 0



We will assume that Wk > pk + z k (S/Sk ) so that every agent would wish to participate at least in the non-intermediated search. 8. For a given fee schedule (Fk , Lk ), we define the following response functions: Definition. x ˜ck (xsk ) : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is the fraction of consumers who subscribe as a function of the fraction of suppliers who list. Definition. x ˜sk (xck ) : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is the fraction of suppliers who list as a function of the fraction of consumers who subscribe. 9. The marginal consumer subscriber, denoted by zck , is indifferent between listing and not k listing; we have Uk,N I (zck ) = Uk,I (zck ) or zck = (Fk − Vk xα sk )/((S/Sk ) − 1). Hence



Lemma. The consumers’ subscription behavior is ( x ˜ck (xsk )



=



0



if xsk = 0, Fk > 0



k 1 − Gk ((Fk − xα sk Vk )/((S/Sk ) − 1))



otherwise



Observe, in particular that x ˜ck (xsk ) is (weakly) increasing in xsk . Also, it is continuous if Gk is continuous (which is true if the random variable zk has no probability mass atoms). Note that x ˜ck (xsk ) = 0 if it is the case that no suppliers list (xsk = 0) and the subscription fee is positive (Fk > 0).
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10. The profits of a category k supplier are: πsk,N I (mk )



=



(1 − xck )Ck · (pk − mk ) | {z } Sk {z } | (2) (1)







 πsk,I (mk )



 (1 − x )C xck Ck    ck k =  +  · (pk − mk ) −Lk Sk xsk Sk  | {z }  {z } | {z } | (2) (1)



(3)



Here, (1) is the number of category k consumers who do not list, divided by the total number of suppliers, so (1) is the average number of N I consumers that all the Sk suppliers access. (2) is the profit per consumer. (3) is the number of I consumers divided by the number of I suppliers; it is the average number of subscribed consumers per listed supplier. A supplier will list iff πsk,N I (mk ) ≤ πsk,I Hence Lemma. The suppliers’ listing behavior is ( x ˜sk (xck )



=



0



if xck = 0, Lk > 0



Hk (pk − [˜ xsk Sk Lk /(xck Ck )])



otherwise



Technical Note: This is actually a fixed-point equation which implicitly defines xsk given xck . Suppressing the k subscripts, we write: xs = H



« „ xs SL p− xc C



Existence is guaranteed if we assume that H is continuous, and H(p) = 1; we define φ(xs ) = H(·) − xs , observe that φ(0) = 1 and φ(1) ≤ 0, and apply the intermediate value theorem to show that there is a xs such that φ(xs ) = 0. More generally, even if Hk is not continuous, we define xsk ,



 „ « ff xs Sk Lk xs : Hk pk − ≥ xs xck Ck 0≤xs ≤1 sup



Observe that in particular that x ˜sk (xck ) is (weakly) increasing in xck . It is continuous if Hk is continuous (which is true if the random variable mk has no probability mass atoms). Note that x ˜sk (xck ) = 0 if it is the case that no consumers subscribe (xck = 0) and the listing fee is positive (Lk > 0). Consider the following game
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Round 0: The intermediary announces a fee schedule (Fk , Lk ) Round 1: Simultaneously, all the consumers decide whether to subscribe and all the suppliers decide whether to list. For convenience we assume that all consumers have the same belief about the fraction of suppliers that will list, and all suppliers have the same belief about the fraction of consumers that will subscribe. We now define an equilibrium and a strictly positive equilibrium of this game. ˜ck (x∗sk ) Definition. An equilibrium is a fee schedule (Fk , Lk ) and a pair (x∗ck , x∗sk ) such that x∗ck = x and x∗sk = x ˜sk (x∗ck ). A strictly positive equilibrium is an equilibrium where Fk > 0, Lk > 0, x∗ck > 0 and x∗sk > 0. Note that for any given strictly positive fee schedule (Fk , Lk ), 0 participation (namely (x∗ck , x∗sk ) = (0, 0)) is always an equilibrium. A strictly positive equilibrium is an equilibrium where the fees are strictly positive and the levels of participation are strictly positive, and hence the intermediary makes strictly positive revenue. A conjecture in the Corbett-Karmarkar paper is the existence of a strictly positive equilibrium. Their comment is that Cannot use Kakutani’s or other fixed-point theorems as xck is not upper-semicontinuous, but case-by-case analysis shows that equilibrium always exists. ([1], page 13).
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Necessary and sufficient conditions for a strictly positive equilibrium



We make the following notational conventions: 1. We will say that a function is increasing if x ≥ y implies f (x) ≥ f (y). All increasing functions unless explicitly specified as strictly increasing are weakly increasing functions. ˜ck function and x ˜sk functions 2. To avoid confusion, we let fck , gsk : [0, 1] → [0, 1] denote the x respectively. 3. If f : (0, 1] → [0, 1] is a function, we define f (0+ ) , limx↓0,x>0 f (x) if the limit exists. (f (x) = | sin(1/x)| shows that continuity on (0, 1] is not sufficient; note that if f is increasing, the limit exists). (We let the statement that f (0+ ) > 0 abbreviate the dual condition that the limit exists and is > 0). We will make the following assumption on Gk , the probability distribution on the search costs of category k customers, and on Hk , the probability distribution on suppliers’ unit costs. (This could almost be taken as definitions of z k and mk ). 5



(A0) z k = inf z {z : Gk (z) = 1} and mk = supm {m : Hk (m) = 0} In particular, z k is the least upper bound for the search cost and mk is the greatest lower bound for the unit production cost.



Consider the additional following assumptions: (A1) z k > 0. The maximal search costs z k are strictly positive. For some consumers, the cost of search is strictly positive. (A2) mk < pk . The minimal unit costs mk are less than the unit revenue pk . Some supplier can make a profit. (A3) S/Sk > 1 (or equivalently S > Sk ). There are some non-category k suppliers that could be randomly found by a category k consumer by mistake, namely Si ≥ 1 for some i 6= k. Observe that (A1) and (A3) together imply that z k (S/Sk − 1) > 0; namely, the highest search cost consumers would gain from a reduction in search costs (at least if the subscription fee Fk were k set to 0, even if we disregard the potential added benefit Vk xα sk ). Recall our earlier observation that x ˜sk (xck ) = fck (xsk ) and x ˜ck (xsk ) = gsk (xck ) are increasing, and hence fck (0+ ) and gsk (0+ ) exist. We make the following claim about the fixed points of increasing functions h : (0, 1] → [0, 1] Claim. Observe the following: 1. Let h : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be continuous, and let h(0) > 0. Then there is some x > 0 such that h(x) = x. 2. Let h : (0, 1] → [0, 1] be continuous, and let h(0+ ) exist and h(0+ ) > 0. Then there is some x > 0 such that h(x) = x. 3. Let h : (0, 1] → [0, 1] be increasing, and let h(0+ ) exist and h(0+ ) > 0. Then there is some x > 0 such that h(x) = x. Proof. We define f (x) , h(x) − x, observe that f is continuous, f (0) > 0 and f (1) ≤ 0, and apply the intermediate value theorem to conclude that there is some 0 < x∗ ≤ 1 such that f (x∗ ) = 0 ˜ (which implies that h(x∗ ) = x∗ ). The second statement follows from the first by considering h(x) ˜ ˜ defined by h(x) = h(x) for 0 < x ≤ 1 and h(0) = h(0+ ). To prove the third statement, we define Ωh , {x : h(y) ≥ y ∀0 < y ≤ x} and x ˜ , sup{x ∈ Ωh }. Note that (0, h(0+ )) ⊆ Ωh , and hence Ωh 6= ∅. By considering a sequence {xn } ↑ x ˜, we conclude that h(˜ x) ≥ h(xn ) ≥ xn ↑ x ˜ and hence h(˜ x) ≥ x ˜. We claim that h(˜ x) = x ˜. Assume that h(˜ x) > x ˜ and obtain a contradiction. If h(˜ x) > x ˜, then x ˜ < h(˜ x) ≤ 1 and hence we define x∗ , x ˜ +[h(˜ x)−˜ x]/2. 6



We see that x∗ < x ˜ + h(˜ x) − x ˜ ≤ h(˜ x) ≤ 1 and hence x∗ < 1. Since (0, x ˜) ⊆ Ωh and [˜ x, x∗ ] ⊆ Ωh , we have [0, x∗ ] ⊆ Ωh . This, combined with x ˜ < x∗ , contradicts the definition of x ˜ (namely that x ˜ is the supremum of Ωh ). Note that the condition h(0) > 0 or h(0+ ) > 0 is not superfluous; h(x) = x/2 does not have a fixed point > 0).



We apply the claim to our functions fck and gsk : Corollary. If fck (0+ ) > 0 and gsk (0+ ) > 0 then there is a (x∗sk , x∗ck ) with Fk > 0, Lk > 0 such that x∗ck = x ˜ck (x∗sk ), x ˜∗sk = xsk (x∗ck ), x∗ck > 0, and x∗sk > 0. Proof. Define h : (0, 1] → [0, 1] as the composition of fck and gsk ; h , fck ◦ gsk (We mean that h(x) = fck (gsk (x)) for all x ∈ (0, 1]). Since fck and gsk are increasing, h is also increasing. Since fck (0+ ) > 0 and gsk (0+ ) > 0 we know that h(0+ ) > 0. We apply the claim to find x ˆ > 0 such that ˆ = h(ˆ x) = x ˜ck (˜ xsk (ˆ x)) = x ˜ck (x∗sk ), and ˜sk (ˆ x). Then x∗ck = x ˆ and x∗sk = x h(ˆ x) = x ˆ. Let x∗ck = x ˜sk (ˆ x) = x ˜sk (x∗ck ). x∗sk = x The following proposition states that under these assumptions, there are positive consumer subscription fees Fk > 0 and positive supplier listing fees Lk > 0 for which we can satisfy the hypotheses of the corollary. Proposition. Assume (A0) through (A3). Then there are F k > 0 and Lk (Fk ) (Lk (Fk ) > 0 for all Fk < F k ) such that fck (0+ ) > 0 and gsk (0+ ) > 0 for all Fk < F k and Lk < Lk (Fk ). Proof. We first analyze the consumers’ subscription fees. Observe that for fck (xsk ) > 0, we need  Gk



 k Fk − xα sk Vk (S/Sk − 1) k Fk − xα sk Vk (S/Sk − 1) Fk



< 1 < zk k < z k (S/Sk − 1) + xα Vk | {z } | sk{z }



(1)



(2)



where the second inequality follows from the first by (A0). This has the intuitive interpretation that the subscription fee Fk must be strictly less than the benefit from the decrease in search costs (1) plus the added benefit (2). By considering the limit as xsk ↓ 0, we see that Fk < z k (S/Sk − 1) implies fck (0+ ) > 0. Also, as we have noted above, if we define F k , z k (S/Sk − 1), then (A1) and (A3) guarantee that F k > 0. For the rest of the proof, consider a fixed Fk < F k , and denote x ˆck = fck (0+ ) (and observe that x ˆck = inf 0
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for xsk = gsk (xck ) > 0, we need   xsk Sk Lk xsk = Hk pk − xck Ck xsk Sk Lk pk − xck Ck Lk



> 0 >



mk







xck Ck (pk − m ) x Sk | {z k} {z } | sk (2) (1)



where the second inequality follows from the first by (A0). This has the intuitive interpretation that the listing fee Lk must be strictly less than the total expected profit; term (1) is the (expected) number of consumers and term (2) is the profit per consumer (recall that every consumer purchases 1 unit). (The first term is the number of consumers who list divided by the total number of listed category k suppliers). We consider the infimum of the right hand expression; the infimum is achieved when xck = x ˆck = fck (0+ ) and when xsk = 1. Therefore (for a fixed Fk < F k ), we have xck Ck /Sk ) · (pk − mk )) will suffice to guarantee that Lk < Lk = Lk (Fk ) (where we define Lk (Fk ) , (ˆ that gsk (0+ ) > 0. Note that under some additional conditions, we could actually potentially increase the upper bound Lk by a bit by considering the fixed point equation which defines xsk generally: x ˆsk ≤ Hk (pk − x ˆsk Sk Lk /(xck Ck )). If Hk is continuous, then this is an equality. If Hk is continuous and x ˆsk < 1, we obtain ˆsk in the denominator rather than xsk = 1). a (weakly) greater value for Lk by using xsk = x Finally, if x ˆsk < 1 and Hk is continuous and strictly increasing, then we obtain a strictly greater value for Lk .



The proposition combined with the corollary allow us to prove the following theorem. Theorem. Under assumptions (A0) through (A3), there is a nontrivial equilibrium with positive costs; specifically there are Fk > 0, Lk > 0 and (x∗sk , x∗ck ) under these costs such that x∗ck = x ˜ck (x∗sk ), ˜sk (x∗ck ), x∗ck > 0, and x∗sk > 0. x∗sk = x Clearly, if any of these conditions (A1) through (A3) fail, one side or the other will not participate if fees are strictly positive. If (A1) fails, then all consumers have 0 search costs, and will not pay a positive fee to subscribe. If (A2) fails, no producer will participate since every producer has a unit revenue greater than the price. Finally, if (A3) fails, every supplier is a category k supplier, and hence no consumer will pay a positive fee to reduce search costs, since every consumer will be successful in the first search attempt! Therefore these conditions are necessary and sufficient.
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3



Behavior of the nontrivial equilibria



We review the machinery of supermodular games by repeating some definitions and theorems from Levin (2003, [6]). Definition. A function f : X × T → R has increasing differences in (x, t) if for all x0 ≥ x and t0 ≥ t, f (x0 , t0 ) − f (x, t0 ) ≥ f (x0 , t) − f (x, t) Definition. The game (S1 , . . . , SI ; u1 , . . . , uI ) is a supermodular game if for all i: • Si is a compact subset of R. • ui is upper semi-continuous in si , s−i . • ui has increasing differences in (si , s−i ). Theorem. Suppose (S, u) is a supermodular game, and let BRi (s−i ) = argmax ui (si , s−i ) si ∈Si



Then 1. BRi (s−i ) has a greatest and least element BRi (s−i ) and BRi (s−i ). 2. If s0−i ≥ s−i , then BRi (s0−i ) ≥ BRi (s−i ) and BRi (s0−i ) ≥ BRi (s−i ) For this section, we suppress the k superscript (except for Sk ), and we assume that (A0) through (A3) hold, so that strictly positive equilibria exist. We use the technique of supermodularity to show that for a strictly positive equilibrium, as Vk increases and αk decreases, the fraction xck (of consumers who subscribe) and the fraction xsk (of suppliers who list) weakly increase, both for the lowest non-trivial equilibrium and the greatest non-trivial equilibrium. We embed the intermediary game in a supermodular game, by interpreting the consumers as a single agent (who chooses the level of participation xc ), the suppliers as a single agent (who chooses the level of participation xs ), and two players V and −α who “choose” the parameters V and −α respectively. Formally, we define the game G as follows: • uC is the aggregate utility of the consumers. Sc = [0, 1]. The choice variable is xc , the fraction of consumers who subscribe. • uS is the aggregate utility (the aggregate profit) of the suppliers. Ss = [0, 1]. The choice variable is xs , the fraction of suppliers who list. 9



• uV = 0 is the utility of the player who chooses V . Sv = [v0 , v0 + 1]. • u−α = 0 is the utility of the player who chooses −α. S−α = [−α0 , 0]. We can show that these utility functions exhibit increasing differences. The theorem above shows that the least and greatest equilibria increase as actions increase; namely the least and greatest equilibria increase as V increases and as α decreases. The least equilibrium is the 0 equilibrium. We use a mathematical trick to obtain the result for the least non-trivial equilibrium by defining the game G which is the game G with Sc = [, 1] and Ss = [, 1]. We can show that for small enough  > 0, the equilibria of G coincide with the strictly positive equilibria of G. With some further effort we can show that if the distribution functions Gk (for the search costs) and Hk (for the unit production costs) are strictly increasing on their respective domains [z k , z k ] and [mk , mk ], then these least and greatest equilibria strictly increase as either V increases or α decreases.



3.1



Indexing and positive spillovers



We now continue repeating some more definitions and propositions from Levin 2003, ([6]). (The following are found in section 4). Definition. A supermodular game (S, u) is indexed by t if each player’s payoff function is indexed by t ∈ T , some ordered set T , and for all i, ui (si , s−i , t) has increasing differences in (si , t). Proposition. Suppose (S, u) is a supermodular game indexed by t. The largest and smallest Nash equilibria are increasing in t. Definition. A supermodular game (S, u) has positive spillovers if for all i, ui (si , s−i ) is increasing in s−i . Proposition. Suppose (S, u) is a supermodular game with positive spillovers. Then the largest Nash equilibrium is Pareto-preferred (over the other Nash equilibria). In our setting, we may consider the simpler game G− which consists of G without the dummy players V and −α. By consider V or −α separately, we may index the game by one or the other of these parameters. The first proposition then shows once again that the least and greatest Nash equilibria increase. We can verify that our game G− has positive spillovers, and hence the equilibria with the greatest level of participation is Pareto-preferred over the other equilibria.
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Conclusion and questions for further research



We have shown that in the Corbett-Karmarkar model of intermediation with search costs, reasonable conditions (positive search costs (A1), profitable production (A2), and the presence of 10



irrelevant suppliers (A3)) are necessary and sufficient for the existence of strictly positive equilibria. Furthermore this game is a supermodular game, and hence these equilibria are increasing in k the intangible benefits (Vk xα sk ) that consumers obtain from the fraction of participating suppliers (these equilibria increase as Vk increases and as αk decreases).



Here are some questions for further research: 1. Are there primitive conditions which imply that the profit maximizing pair (Fk∗ , L∗k ) has either Fk ≤ 0 or Lk ≤ 0? There are several examples of markets in which one side is in fact paid to participate; this corresponds to the case in which Fk < 0 or to Lk < 0. Rochet and Tirole ([8]) analyze credit cards in this manner; they observe that merchant charges are positive and can be on the order of 1.5% to 2.5% of the purchase price, whereas the consumers would have negative fees if they receive frequent flyer miles or cash-back bonuses. More whimsically, a recent article in The Economist observed that Even when these businesses [these intermediaries] are up and running, what they charge each side of the market may bear little or no relation to the cost of serving it. Singles bars often admit women for nothing, and sometimes give them free drinks, even though the cost of providing them with loud music, dim lighting and alcohol is the same as for men. ([2]) 2. Can we relax the monopolist intermediary assumption? Perhaps the following sequential model might hold some interest: For stage m = 0, rounds 2m = 0 and 2m + 1 = 1 are exactly the same as before, although we will further assume that consumers and suppliers choose the highest equilibrium. (We call the original intermediary I0 ). For each following stage m ≥ 1, in round 2m, a possible competitor intermediary Im decides whether or not to enter. If Im does not enter, rounds 2m and 2m + 1 are identical to rounds 2(m − 1) and 2(m − 1) + 1. If Im then consumers and suppliers need to decide whether or not to subscribe to the existing intermediaries or to this new entrant intermediary. There is some form of a first-mover advantage in that either consumers and suppliers have a cost to switch intermediaries, or they will stay with their original intermediary if indifferent. All intermediaries discount profits by their normalized P∞ discounted profits (1 − β) i=0 β i πi for some fixed 0 < β < 1 (here, πi is the revenue at round 2i + 1). A goal would be to model this first-mover advantage in a way which would force the original intermediary to set his fees in a way which completely ignores the intangible benefits, at least as the discount factor β ↑ 1
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